
ECOM & MARKETING
 MANAGER

I N T E R N S H I P

We need your unique talent!
 
We are an early stage start up so the tasks are incredibly varied and challenging. We need 
someone who is ready to take on projects with a sense of entrepreneurship. If you love to 
figure things out and can work independently, then read more!
 No code skill needed we work with Shopify, it’s awesome and so easy!
 
The ideal candidate is passionate about social media, at ease with technology, has a creative 
side and loves design.
Using graphic design tools is a plus but is not mandatory we work we Canva!
 
We are an activewear apparel brand and as such, fashion + working out should be part of your 
interests.
Still sounds like you? 
Then dive deep into the internship missions.
 
 



THE MISSIONS

Ecom
Success criteria: Making sure we have an attractive, up to date and edgy webshop. We need 
your fresh input, your ideas, your talent to make that happen.
- Site Merchandising : just like the window of a shop needs to be outstanding, our home page is 
the first impression to our customers.
- Product description: Commercially attractive and on brand texts, your copyrighting talent is 
crucial.
-  Monthly inventory counts: We promise this will be fun, we count the inventory and listen to 
loud music (coffee included)
 
Customer Care
Success criteria: We care deeply about our customers who are the first to put their trust in our 
brand, we want them to receive that extra attention and love that make them come back and 
share the experience with their friends. Our goal is to make everyone of our customers happy, 
thanks to kindness.
- Follow up on customer inquiries: Typically sizing, deliveries, returns or exchanges: provide 
outstanding customer service through from email, Facebook or Instagram.
 
Content
Success criteria: We need great content to be able to tell our mission, share what we are up to 
and add value to our customers. Ultimately the content is generating traffic on our site.
- Weekly blog post: We focus on our Ambassdors, our Kiva projects, our partners and inspiring 
people in the community. Let your creativity go crazy and create great stories to tell.
- Weeky Newletter: In collaboration with the founder with email list building in mind with 
everything you do. You will be able to input ideas into the Newletter and create attractive email 
sequences. We work with Mailchimp.
- Instagram and Facebook: Your ideas are welcome. Social Media is our most important 
communication tool and the whole team works together.



THE MISSIONSAdvertisement
Success criteria: 2 goals: conversion rate and email list growth thanks to the impact of paid 
campaigns
- Retargeting campaign: making sure the visitors want to come back and buy from us.
- Sponsored posts: spreading our brand mission and new products.
Need training? https://www.facebook.com/business/learn
 
Community & Social Media
Success Criteria: Our community is growing and we see our products on influential teachers. 
They recommend us to their students. That means that you will be attending yoga classes and 
working out (No kidding, we pay for your monthly Zippy Pass subscription)
- Networking with coaches, teachers and the global fitness community in Paris
- Participating to building the feed and stories for the Instagram account (this one is true team 
work)
- Connecting with Influencers and building brand awareness
 
Ad Hoc Tasks
Success Criteria: As a startup, there will be ad hoc tasks and admin need. The successful 
candidate is hands on, here to help and contribute to the development of the brand.
- Assisting the founder on diverse tasks
- Helping with Photoshoots
- Catalog design
- Other Ad hoc admin tasks
 
500€ + Zippy pass
You will be working with your own computer from co-working spaces, yoga studios cafés and 
sometimes at home.
 
Apply at careers@kindleggings.com
Questions about the position: Call Nathalie at +33 6 48 27 54 09
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